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Overview
Dreaming in digital era has the power to
change in ways certain things are done and
make a profound impact on our lives. Be it
getting a home delivery of your favourite dish
or making easy payments to the smallest of
vendors, they all started off from small ideas.
This workshop will provide an opportunity to
the participants to experience the journey of a
start-up founder, from an idea to a product.
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CAMPUS: Bengaluru
Objective
-To conceptualize ideas for addressing untapped
needs that would make life easier -To think
beyond conventional and explore possibilities in
the rapidly-changing digital era -To get hands-on
experience for implementing their ideas using
digital technologies -To imbibe an
entrepreneurial mindset
Methodology
Introduction to the start-up world, covering
stories of some of the ‘all-time’ successful startups.The methodology will cover the following
aspects: -Deﬁne the idea -Measure impact
-Validate feasibility -Freeze the scope -Propose a
solution -Reﬁne the proposal based on feedback
-Sell the vision

Deliverables
-Devising unique digital solutions aligning with
the next-generation expectations -Learning the
iterative process of bringing new ideas to life

